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[1] The Weather Research and Forecasting Model (WRF) and the Regional Atmospheric
Mesoscale Model System (RAMS) are frequently used for (regional) weather, climate
and air quality studies. This paper covers an evaluation of these models for a windy and
calm episode against Cabauw tower observations (Netherlands), with a special focus on
the representation of the physical processes in the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL).
In addition, area averaged sensible heat flux observations by scintillometry are utilized
which enables evaluation of grid scale model fluxes and flux observations at the same
horizontal scale. Also, novel ABL height observations by ceilometry and of the near
surface longwave radiation divergence are utilized. It appears that WRF in its basic set-up
shows satisfactory model results for nearly all atmospheric near surface variables compared
to field observations, while RAMS needed refining of its ABL scheme. An important
inconsistency was found regarding the ABL daytime heat budget: Both model versions are
only able to correctly forecast the ABL thermodynamic structure when the modeled surface
sensible heat flux is much larger than both the eddy-covariance and scintillometer
observations indicate. In order to clarify this discrepancy, model results for each term of the
heat budget equation is evaluated against field observations. Sensitivity studies and
evaluation of radiative tendencies and entrainment reveal that possible errors in these
variables cannot explain the overestimation of the sensible heat flux within the
current model infrastructure.
Citation: Steeneveld, G. J., L. F. Tolk, A. F. Moene, O. K. Hartogensis, W. Peters, and A. A. M. Holtslag (2011), Confronting
the WRF and RAMS mesoscale models with innovative observations in the Netherlands: Evaluating the boundary layer heat
budget, J. Geophys. Res., 116, D23114, doi:10.1029/2011JD016303.
1. Introduction
[2] Mesoscale meteorological models (MMMs) such as
MM5, RAMS and WRF are widely used tools for short to
medium range weather forecasting of near surface variables.
For applications in air quality [Vilà-Guerau de Arellano et al.,
2011], wind energy forecasting [Storm et al., 2009], agronomy
[Prabha and Hoogenboom, 2008], urban meteorology [Miao,
et al., 2007], bioresource technology [Schwenzfeier et al.,
2011] and regional climate studies [Denning et al., 2008;
Gerbig et al., 2008; Braam et al., 2011] it is important that
MMMs forecast the virtual potential temperature (qv), spe-
cific humidity (q) and wind speed correctly. Thus, assuming
only minor errors in the large scale flow in the boundary
conditions, the model relies on the skill of the formulation for
the ABL, the soil, and the land surface.
[3] Over land, the ABL undergoes a clear diurnal cycle.
During daytime, solar radiation heats the earth surface, and
consequently the atmosphere is heated by turbulent transport
and radiative heating. Then, a deep ABL develops as a result
of the vigorous turbulence. In contrast, the surface net radi-
ation becomes negative at night, and a stable boundary layer
(SBL) develops, i.e., the turbulence intensity is constrained,
and the ABL is relatively shallow. As a result, other processes
dominate the SBL development, i.e., radiation, soil heat flux,
gravity waves, the nocturnal wind maximum, etc. This mul-
tiplicity of processes makes the SBL generally more difficult
to model than the daytime ABL [Edwards, 2009; Richardson,
2009; Steeneveld et al., 2008b] (henceforth S08b).
[4] Several studies evaluated MMMs, though mostly
focused on complex terrain, the synoptic scale [Cheng and
Steenburgh, 2005], air quality [Tie et al., 2007], or CO2
budget studies [Ahmadov et al., 2009; Tolk et al., 2009].
Others evaluated the performance of the ABL and land sur-
face schemes in Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) and
MMMs in particular [e.g., Zhang and Zheng, 2004; Berg and
Zhong, 2005]. They report that nighttime mixing is often
overestimated, that the low-level jet is misrepresented, and
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that the nocturnal surface cooling needs improvement
(S08b). Also the entrainment formulation needs further
attention. The entrainment ratio for qv and q has been esti-
mated during various experimental campaigns and using dif-
ferent instruments [Betts et al., 1990; Betts, 1992; Grossman,
1992; Betts and Ball, 1994; LeMone et al., 2002]. These
studies showed a certain consistency with respect to the
order of magnitude, but also pointed out the difficulty to
estimate the entrainment ratio and determine its dependence
on other ABL characteristics such as mechanical turbulence
or the Bowen ratio [Vilà-Guerau de Arellano et al., 2004].
Finally, the general impression is that NWP models under-
estimate the diurnal temperature range [Zhang and Zheng,
2004; Svensson et al., 2011], with adverse consequences for
wind speed, direction and the thermodynamic variables
[Teixeira et al., 2008]. Hence, there is a strong need to further
evaluate MMM results against observations to understand the
origin of model limitations and strengths. In particular, model
verification against newly developed instruments is of added
value, and may support to understand and overcome model
errors.
[5] Usually, MMMs are evaluated against point measure-
ments in either special field campaigns [Zhong and Fast,
2003; S08b] or their evaluation remains limited to synoptic
variables. However, to understand the mechanism behind the
model outcome, one should evaluate the model performance
also on the surface and boundary layer energy and radiation
budgets. By doing so, one learns whether the near surface
variables are forecasted correctly due to a correct represen-
tation of the physics, or whether it is perhaps due to com-
pensating errors.
[6] In this paper we evaluate WRF and RAMS for two
contrasting (windy and calm) episodes. The models are
evaluated against novel ceilometer observations for h, with
scintillometer observations for area averaged surface fluxes
on a scale of order 1–10 km, and for the surface radiation
and energy budget. Since surface fluxes are calculated on a
grid scale, they also should be evaluated against observed
area averaged fluxes. Thus evaluation against scintillometer
observations is a suitable way to go for model verification.
[7] The overall goal of the study is threefold. First, we
evaluate the modeled diurnal cycle in the WRF infrastructure
using two ABL schemes, namely MRF [Hong and Pan,
1996; Troen and Mahrt, 1986] (henceforth TM86) and its
updated version YSU [Hong et al., 2006]. Hence we will
bring forward the practical implications of the included
model modifications from MRF to YSU. The land surface
scheme (NOAH) is taken the same for both ABL schemes.
Using our novel field data we are able to diagnose differ-
ences among these schemes in a more robust way than was
possible before. Second, we evaluate the same ABL scheme
(MRF) in the two different mother models (RAMS and
WRF) and with two different land surface models, i.e.,
NOAH and Leaf-3. As such we evaluate how the outcome
of the same ABL schemes depends on the host model
infrastructure. Finally, the focus of this paper is on the per-
formance of the ABL within the two mesoscale models, and
in particular we aim to quantify uncertainties in all compo-
nents of the ABL heat budget and the magnitude of the
surface sensible heat flux.
[8] This paper shows that regional models can only fore-
cast the ABL temperature correctly when the sensible heat
flux is overestimated compared to field observations. The
paper also shows that none of the terms in the ABL heat
budget can explain this discrepancy, except the unbalance
of the observed surface heat budget. Subsequent studies
may focus further on land-atmosphere interactions [e.g.,
Santanello et al., 2009; van Heerwaarden et al., 2009].
[9] Section 2 of this paper presents the synoptic situation
and available observations. Section 3 summarizes the model
configuration. Results are presented in Section 4 for the
strong wind speed case and in Section 5 for the low wind
case. Finally, the model results are discussed in section 6,
and conclusions are drawn in section 7.
2. Synoptic Situation and Available Observations
2.1. Synoptic Conditions
[10] Two contrasting summer episodes have been selected
for the model evaluation. The first period is 10–12 June
2006 and represents a windy, clear-sky period, and the sec-
ond contrasting period is 16–18 June 2006, and represents a
calm, clear-sky period. Cloudless episodes experience a
relatively large diurnal cycle in the ABL, and since our focus
is on the evaluation of ABL schemes, cloud free episodes
have been selected.
2.1.1. Case I: Windy Clear Episode
(10–12 June 2006; DOY = 161–163)
[11] The synoptic situation is characterized by clear sky
conditions and a moderate southerly wind (3.0–5.5 ms1) at
the study site, initiated by an Iceland low, and a high over
Europe. A series of radiosoundings in De Bilt (Netherlands)
reveals the presence of a well-mixed ABL of 1500 m on
the first day, 1200 m on the second day and 1000 m on
the last day (all estimated using the TM86 method), and the
capping inversion at the ABL top amounts 3 K. At the
same time, the magnitude of the specific humidity disconti-
nuity (Dq) at the ABL top is relatively large. On the first day
Dq  7 g kg1, while during the following days Dq = 3
to 4 g kg1. As a further illustration, based on 61 sound-
ings, the median of Dq = 2.8 g kg1 in June and July
2006, which is a substantially smaller gradient than for
10–12 June 2006. The relatively large jDqj in our simulation
period suggests that entrainment will substantially influence
the surface meteorology [Moene et al., 2006; Couvreux
et al., 2005], and the latent heat flux (LvE) via interaction
with the vegetation. Dry air entrainment enhances transpi-
ration due to increased atmospheric evaporative demand.
On the other hand, for very warm conditions, very dry air
entrainment may lead to stomatal closure which limits LvE.
Consequently, the energy partitioning between LvE and H
will be altered and will feed back into ABL growth, turbu-
lence intensity and entrainment [van Heerwaarden et al.,
2009]. Overall, the complexity of the selected case is a
challenging forecasting task.
2.1.2. Calm Clear Episode (16–18 June 2006;
DOY = 167–169)
[12] To contrast with the previously introduced episode,
we also selected a calm period between 16 June 2006
00:00 UTC to 18 June 2006 12:00 UTC. The Netherlands
are then located between two lows, with a 36 h period of
clear sky conditions, starting 16 June 18:00 UTC, with a
wind speed of 0.5–3.0 ms1, i.e., substantially smaller than
for the windy period. These calm conditions are ideal to
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examine the model skill for the radiatively driven SBL and
purely buoyancy driven convective ABL (h  1100 m for
June 17). Next, a slight wind increase during the following
day allows for evaluation of the wind driven SBL in the
night of 17/18 June 2006.
2.2. Available Observations
[13] Model simulations are evaluated against tower and
micrometeorological observations at the Cabauw research
facility (51.971 N, 4.927 E) [Beljaars and Bosveld, 1997].
These consist of temperature, humidity and wind speed at
2, 10, 40, 80, 140, 200 m and turbulent surface fluxes (eddy
covariance), short- and longwave up- and downwelling radi-
ative fluxes, and soil heat fluxes. Also, radiosoundings are
launched twice a day at De Bilt (25 km north of Cabauw).
The Cabauw site consists of grass vegetation, is flat, and is
located on heavy basin clay that overlays a peat layer. The
water budget is artificially maintained and surface conditions
are typically wet. For the current case study, the observed soil
moisture content amounts 0.26 m3m3 in the topsoil layer.
[14] In this study, we utilize Vaisala LD-40 ceilometer
observations to assess the modeled h at high temporal reso-
lution. Since this is a relatively novel instrument for our
application, we provide some brief background information.
A Vaisala LD-40 ceilometer is a lidar system that transmits
laser pulses and measures the backscattered signal. The
backscattered signal depends on the amount and nature of
scattering particles in a certain volume of air. The time
interval between transmission and reception of the signal
determines the corresponding altitude. The vertical range of
a lidar system is mainly limited by the presence of low
optically thick (ABL) clouds, precipitation and fog. The
sensitivity of a lidar is depends on the emitted laser power,
receiving telescope area, photosensitivity and resolution of
the detector. A lower sensitivity generally reduces the
signal-to-noise-ratio of the measured backscatter. This limits
consequences for the vertical range in which a reliable
backscatter signal is available. Conditions as fog, ABL
clouds, precipitation or advected aerosol layers causes pro-
blems in the determination of h, since then it is difficult to
distinguish unambiguously between the ABL top and the
other features in the backscatter profile that also show a
strong gradient signature [de Haij et al., 2007]. A typical
measurement uncertainty for daytime clear sky ABLs, based
on intercomparisons with other instruments by de Haij et al.
[2007], amounts 75–100 m.
[15] To evaluate modeled gridscale surface fluxes, a Large
Aperture Scintillometer (LAS) is utilized in Wageningen,
Netherlands (51.997 N, 5.067 E, 25 km east of Cabauw, but
with a similar land use and hydrology [Jacobs et al., 2006]).
Scintillometer networks are currently also set up in different
locations over the world [Kleissl et al., 2009]. A scintil-
lometer consists of a light (wavelength 940 nm) transmitter
and a receiver, in this case placed 347 m apart, and measures
intensity fluctuations air’s refractive index (n) that are
related to its structure parameter (Cn
2). At optical wave-
lengths these are dominated by temperature fluctuations
which allows relating Cn
2 to H, by applying Monin-Obukhov
theory [de Bruin et al., 1993; Meijninger et al., 2002]. The
applicability of the LAS is limited when weather conditions
are foggy, rainy or in case of poor visibility or under strong
heat advection. Furthermore, the selection of a particular
similarity functions in the application of the Monin-
Obukhov theory might induce some uncertainty, since their
functional shapes have been determined with limited accu-
racy. Formally the sign of H cannot be detected by the
scintillometer itself, but need to be detected from other
instruments. In this study we circumvent this issue by only
selecting daytime observations with a net radiation above
100 Wm2. Hence its applicability is also restricted to ter-
rain with the same sign of the stability (i.e., all stable or
unstable). In very strong turbulent conditions the instrument
can be subject to so-called saturation effect, which can
however be circumvented during the experimental design. In
our study typical measurement uncertainty for H at noon is
about 15–20 Wm2.
3. Model Configurations
[16] Two widely used MMMs have been given the fore-
casting task for the selected cases. One model is the non-
hydrostatic Weather Research and Forecasting mesoscale
model [WRF-ARW, Skamarock et al., 2005]. The second
model is the non-hydrostatic Regional Atmospheric Model-
ing System (RAMS) model [Pielke et al., 1992; Cotton et al.,
2003]. Both models utilize a domain of 61 by 61 nodes of
16 km grid mesh each, centered at the Cabauw site. Within
this domain a grid of 101  101 grid nodes at a 4 km was
configured. As such we minimize modeling errors because of
limited horizontal resolution, and we limit representation
errors [Tolk et al., 2008]. Moreover, direct impact of the
boundary conditions is limited to the three outer grid cells of
the outer domain, and the models are thus sufficiently able
develop their own meteorology.
[17] The ECMWF operational analysis was used as initial
and lateral conditions every 6 h, including soil moisture.
WRF simulations have been repeated using NCEP Final
Analysis (using NCEP soil moisture) as boundary conditions
as well, and only minor differences were found compared
with runs using ECMWF boundary conditions. As such, we
are confident that we indeed study the role of the ABL
schemes and not the influence of boundary conditions, in
accord with our research question. Note Table 1 lists the
initial soil moisture values for the cases studied here. A long-
term independent spin up of the land surface scheme was
not applied here. WRF has been run with 37 vertical h levels
(17 are in the lowest 2 km, and 10 in the lowest 300 m), and
with a time step of 81 s in the outer domain. The land use
distribution and land/sea mask was provided by the USGS
at a 0.9 km resolution.
[18] RAMS uses 40 vertical levels of which 22 are present
in the lowest 2 km, and 8 levels are present in the lowest
300 m. The topography for RAMS originates from the
USGS as well, and the land use surface data originate from
the PELCOM data set. In principle, these differences in the
Table 1. Initial Soil Moisture Content in Model Simulations
ECMWF NCEP
Case I 0.25 0.23
Case II 0.27 0.20
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land use surface data may contribute to differences in the
model results.
[19] The choice of the physical parameterizations, and the
ABL parameterization in particular, is expected to influence
the model results. WRF utilized the MRF scheme in com-
bination with the NOAH land surface scheme [Ek et al.,
2003] (see also Appendix A). As a sensitivity study, WRF
was also run using the successor of MRF, namely YSU
[Hong et al., 2006]. The MRF scheme is a first order closure
scheme which uses a prescribed cubic eddy diffusivity pro-
file form, but its value depends on the surface layer stability.
The scheme utilizes a counter gradient approach for heat,
and h is determined using a critical Richardson number
approach [Holtslag and Boville, 1993; Holtslag et al., 1995;
Hong and Pan, 1996]. The main differences between YSU
and MRF lies in the explicit entrainment rate in YSU, while
in MRF the entrainment is done indirectly, via the formula-
tion of h. Second, YSU utilizes non-local momentum
transport during the day, while MRF only applies local
mixing.
[20] RAMS was run for a similar configuration as WRF,
although the Leaf-3 land surface model was utilized, and
only the MRF ABL scheme used. Lee [1992], Walko et al.
[2000], and Appendix D of Pielke [2002] offer a compre-
hensive description of the Leaf-3 model. Leaf-3 is a prog-
nostic model for the temperature and water content of soil,
snow cover, vegetation, and canopy air, and includes tur-
bulent and radiative exchanges between these components
and with the atmosphere. Subdivision of a RAMS surface
grid cell into multiple areas of distinct land-use types is
allowed, with each subgrid area, or patch, containing its own
Leaf-3 model, and each patch interacts with the overlying
atmospheric column with a weight proportional to its frac-
tional area in the grid cell. Leaf-3 utilizes a two-dimen-
sional grid that represents the surface and on a three-
dimensional grid that covers a thin layer of soil (usually
0.5–1 m thick), subdivided in a customizable number of
levels [Campo et al., 2009]. While Leaf-3 uses a tile
approach while NOAH uses dominant surface category.
Leaf-3 uses SiB2 while NOAH uses categories assigned
from U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) database.
[21] For clarity, we summarize the settings of each land
surface scheme in Table 2. Note that MRF is not standard
available in the RAMS reference version, but has been ear-
lier implemented here to circumvent model deficiencies
with the default RAMS, (i.e., too shallow ABLs during the
day). Thus, we obtain an interesting intercomparison of the
Table 2. Parameters in WRF-NOAH and RAMS-Leaf3 Land
Surface Schemes
Parameter WRF-NOAH RAMS
Leaf Area Index () 4 MODIS data set
Z0m (m) 0.07 0.03 (grass) to 2.3 (forest)
Z0h (m) interactive interactive
Rs_min (s m1) 40 100 (adjusted to 200)
Wilting point 0.066 0.18 (silt loam) 0.075 (loamy sand)
Saturation point 0.439 0.48 m3 m3 (silt loam)
0.41 m3 m3 (loamy sand)
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performance of the same ABL scheme in different hosting
models.
4. Model Results for the Windy Period (Case I)
[22] We start discussing the results for the radiation com-
ponents, since these control the surface energy budget, fol-
lowed by surface fluxes and atmospheric profiles. Below we
show that the reference version of RAMS requires substantial
modification to obtain correspondence with observations,
and therefore “RAMS” and “RAMS-mod” results are shown
for the high wind case. For the calm case only the modified
version will be discussed (Section 5). As such, the second
evaluation serves as an independent validation of the modi-
fied version. Finally Table 3 summarizes the model skill for
all runs and atmospheric conditions.
4.1. Radiation Components
[23] All runs forecast the incoming solar radiation of
900 Wm2 correctly (not shown), though the upwelling
solar radiation is only correct in RAMS, while it is under-
estimated in WRF by 30 Wm2 at noon (not shown). This
can be explained by the lower albedo in WRF (0.17) than in
reality (0.24). Previous experiences that the longwave
downwelling flux (L↓) is relatively difficult to model are
confirmed in this study [Niemalä et al., 2001;Guichard et al.,
2003; Zhong et al., 2007], especially for June 11 (Figure 1).
This suggests either a cold or dry bias in the forecasted pro-
files (seems to be the case for WRF-MRF, see Figure 3
below), or a deficiency in the radiation scheme. The latter
may also suffer from a limited vertical resolution. However, a
sensitivity test with ten additional layers close to the surface
showed a similar model bias as with the coarser reference
resolution. Thus a deficiency in the radiation code seems
more plausible than lack of resolution. The model bias for
RAMS (20–30 Wm2) seems slightly larger than for
WRF. RAMS-mod performs slightly worse than RAMS at
night because q is substantially lower in RAMS-mod.
WRF’s longwave upwelling flux (L↑) mimics the full diur-
nal cycle well, except for the night of 11–12 June, for which
the L↑ is underestimated, especially in the first half of the
night. RAMS also underestimates L↑ due to a cold surface
bias (see below). Accordingly, daytime net radiation (Q*)
by WRF and RAMS follows the observations reasonably
well (Figure 2a). However, at night WRF underestimates
Q* slightly, and RAMS underestimates Q* substantially
(as in S08b for MM5).
4.2. Surface Fluxes
[24] Next, we evaluate the forecasted surface fluxes H,
LvE, and the soil heat flux (G). The most surprising results
arise for H (Figure 2b). The H modeled by both WRF and
RAMS-mod is much larger than observed by both eddy
covariance and by scintillometry. The consistency between
the two instruments is remarkable since they do not cover
the same foot print area. WRF estimates H 120 Wm2 and
130 Wm2 around noon, while not more than 70 Wm2 and
100 Wm2 was observed for the consecutive days. Such
a difference in heat input is expected to have implications
for the thermodynamic ABL structure. The reference version
of RAMS follows the observed H rather well, but as will be
seen below, this small heat input results in a cold ABL bias.
It is worth noting that the minimum of the modeled H occurs
in the evening transition. Although this is a realistic feature
[Steeneveld et al., 2006], it is often not reproduced by the
large-scale models.
[25] The LvE is well forecasted by WRF, except at night
when the modeled LvE vanishes, while a small LvE has been
observed (Figure 2c). This is better represented by RAMS.
At noon, RAMS forecasts LvE 100 Wm2 higher than
WRF and also higher than the observations. Despite many
models still suffer from a soil that reacts too slowly on the
surface forcing [e.g., Zhang and Zheng, 2004; Boi, 2004;
Rantamäki et al., 2005; Edwards et al., 2011], the current
WRF simulation provides a satisfactory G, except at night
when G is underestimated 20 Wm2 (not shown). Note
however, that a small error in G at night, might result in
substantial errors in the estimated near surface temperature.
On the other hand, the measurement uncertainty for G is
also relatively large, especially at night. Unfortunately, G is
not available in RAMS direct model output.
[26] The surface skin temperature (Tskin) is an excellent
quantity to evaluate the model skill, since the Tskin drives all
important processes in the soil-vegetation-atmosphere
Figure 1. Modeled and observed (a) downwelling and (b) upwelling long wave radiation at the surface
for 10 June 2006 18:00 UTC- 12 June 2006 18:00 UTC.
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exchange. Although MMMs usually underestimate the diur-
nal temperature range (DTR) [e.g., Zhang and Zheng, 2004]
WRF and RAMS-mod reproduce the DTR remarkably well
(Figure 2d). Remarkably, the DTR and Tskin at noon in
RAMS are much smaller than observed.
[27] Both models overestimate the surface friction velocity
(u*, Figure 2e), especially during the second day, which is
surprising because the wind speed is overestimated by at
maximum 1 ms1, while also the near surface stability is
well captured. Therefore, one may expect that the roughness
length (z0) in the model boundary conditions is incorrect.
WRF uses a z0 = 0.07 m which seems reasonable for the
mesoscale contributions at Cabauw [de Rooy and Holtslag,
1999]. Representing a local roughness by using z0 = 0.03 m
[Verkaik and Holtslag, 2007], still results in an overestima-
tion of u*. Thus, this model deficiency seems not to originate
from the land surface settings.
[28] At initialization, the modeled q is 2 g kg1 higher than
observed, while after 12 h the modeled and observed q cor-
respond well. Since both the modeled LvE and q at 2 m agree
Figure 2. Modeled and observed (a) surface net radiation, (b) sensible heat flux, (c) latent heat flux,
(d) skin temperature, (e) friction velocity, and (f ) ABL height for 10 June 2006 18:00 UTC- 12 June 2006
18:00 UTC. In Figure 2b: solid circles, scintillometer; pluses, eddy covariance. In Figure 2f: open circles,
ceilometer Cabauw; solid circles, radio sounding De Bilt; crosses, ceilometer De Bilt.
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well with observations, we conclude that entrainment has been
well represented in WRF, despite the exceptionally large Dq.
Consequently, the biased H needs further explanation.
4.3. ABL Height
[29] Because the ABL schemes apply different definitions
for h internally, one cannot judge the model performance for
h directly. For a consistent evaluation, the modeled h was
determined from the modeled qv and wind speed profiles,
using the TM86 method. The forecasted h corresponds with
the ceilometer and sounding observations in De Bilt during
the day, although the ceilometer at Cabauw indicates slightly
smaller h. Note that the neighborhood around De Bilt has
more urban characteristics than around Cabauw, which can
affect the ceilometer observations (both mean and variabil-
ity). In WRF, the afternoon h value is realized later than
observed (Figure 2f). Note that simultaneous sounding
releases at De Bilt and Cabauw during specific campaigns
revealed differences in h of several hundred meters (H. Klein
Baltink, personal communication, 2009). Thus, the sounding
in De Bilt is not a priori a proxy for h at Cabauw, and the
former results should be interpreted with this background
in mind.
[30] Furthermore, h decreases in the evening transition
evidently more slowly in YSU than with MRF. Note that for
De Bilt the ceilometer has difficulties to detect the SBL
height, which might be due to the relatively urban conditions
at De Bilt, which hampers a quick onset of the surface
inversion. In the first night, all schemes provide a similar
and correct h, although the ABL is slightly (50 m) deeper
in YSU than with MRF. However, considering the uncer-
tainty in the observations (40 m), all runs agree well with
the ceilometer observations. Moreover, the observed morn-
ing ABL growth is much faster than in any model. The
ceilometer and sounding observations are more consistent
and all schemes follow the observed ABL growth. The
slower ABL growth during this day is apparent better han-
dled than the quick ABL growth on the previous day.
4.4. Atmospheric Profiles
[31] Inspecting the modeled ABL profiles of q, q, and wind
speed for the grid cell closed to Cabauw, we learn that the
default RAMS provides a cold bias of2 K, while WRF and
RAMS-mod forecasts q in much closer agreement with the
observations (Figure 3). Simultaneously, qv in RAMS is less
well-mixed than in WRF and in the observations. The fore-
casted Dq at the ABL top has been substantially smoothed,
while all models estimates the above ABL qv correctly.
[32] Specific humidity is well forecasted by WRF-YSU,
while RAMS and WRF-MRF over- and underestimates q by
1 g kg1 respectively. Also, all models forecast q correctly
above the ABL, but the models treats the entrainment zone
differently. The q within the ABL appears similar for WRF-
YSU and WRF-MRF, but the distribution over the ABL is
different, especially with more smoothing in the entrainment
zone [Jochum et al., 2004]. Note that the observed Dq is
rather abrupt as in MRF and RAMS, and not smooth as
WRF-YSU suggests.
Figure 3. Modeled and observed (open circles, radio sounding De Bilt; crosses, Cabauw tower) (a) poten-
tial temperature, (b) specific humidity, (c) wind speed, and (d) wind direction for 12 June 2006 12:00 UTC.
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[33] Near surface wind speed is best estimated by WRF-
YSU, which is not surprising since YSU has been designed
to enhance the momentum transport. However, this scheme
overestimates near surface wind shear, and produces a con-
stant wind speed between 300 and 700 m. Unfortunately, the
radio sounding readings differs substantially from the Cabauw
tower observations, and its unnatural profile suggests that the
sonde represents the air mass over a hilly forest landscape or
over Utrecht city (nearby De Bilt). During the day, the wind
speed gradient of theWRF-MRF and RAMS corresponds with
each other and is large (poorly mixed conditions), whileWRF-
YSU has a better mixed wind speed profile. RAMS-mod
matches the tower observations in an excellent way, and thus
RAMS benefit from the introduced modifications. Near sur-
face wind shows a more southerly wind direction in all model
runs compared to Cabauw tower observations, while the
agreement above the ABL is substantially better.
[34] Considering nocturnal conditions, WRF-MRF follows
the observed wind profile rather well, while WRF-YSU shows
a positive curvature in the wind speed, and an inversion
sharper than observed (not shown). The RAMS nocturnal
forecast is subject to a cold bias due to the underestimatedQ*.
RAMS mixes the surface cooling over a deep layer, although
the cold bias is partly originating from the daytime cold
bias. The representation of the low-level jet clearly needs
improvement [e.g., Beare et al., 2006]. None of the models
reproduce the LLJ of 15 ms1 at the 200 m level correctly.
WRF-MRF predicts the LLJ at the correct height, but with a
speed of only 11 ms1, while both other runs overestimate the
LLJ height, and also underestimate its speed.
[35] Our model evaluation shows that RAMS behaves dif-
ferent fromWRF and observations. Tolk et al. [2009] propose
some modifications to improve the model performance:
[36] 1. Increase vegetation fraction from 0.7 to 0.9,
which is reasonable since the vegetation in the study area is
well watered and fertilized. The modification results in a
smaller fraction of direct solar radiation at the ground surface.
[37] 2. Increase the minimal stomatal resistance for crops
and grass from 100 sm1 to 200 sm1, as in work by Bott
and Trautmann [2002], to reduce the model transpiration.
[38] 3. Decrease of the critical Richardson number from
0.5 to 0.25, since the latter is much closer to observations
[Vogelezang and Holtslag, 1996; Zilitinkevich and Baklanov,
2002], and is expected to result in more realistic ABL heights
(as calculated following the TM86 method from the modeled
temperature and wind fields).
[39] The modifications in RAMS increases the diurnal cycle
of Tskin, the daytime friction velocity, and h. Also, the surface
sensible heat flux increases, but not at the cost of a smaller LvE
(Figure 2). Finally, the representation of the wind speed and
potential temperature profile improves substantially. Addi-
tionally, Tolk et al. [2009] conclude that the modified RAMS
settings improve the skill compared to the default version in
long simulations. This indicates that the required modifica-
tions are not specific for the selected case studies in this paper,
but that the tuning is a general requirement.
5. Results for the Calm Period (Case II)
[40] This section shows the model performance for the
weak wind period (16–18 June 2006). Again Table 3 sum-
marizes the main model findings.
5.1. Radiation Components
[41] As for Case I, S↓ is well forecasted, but the reflec-
ted solar radiation at noon is 160 Wm2 in WRF and
120 Wm2 in RAMS-mod, while the observations indicate
180 Wm2 (consistent with Case I). The observed L↓
decreases from 360 Wm2 to 300 Wm2 at 17-06-2006
02.00 UTC due to the onset of clear sky conditions
(Figure 4). The intermittent behavior of L↓ originates from
scattered clouds. Obviously, none of the models capture the
clouds well, although WRF forecasted scattered clouds
slightly east of De Bilt. During the following day L↓ is cor-
rectly forecasted byWRF, while RAMS-mod underestimates
L↓ by 10–20 Wm2 (consistent with Case I). This day, the
modeled L↑ is 30 Wm2 and 20 Wm2 larger than observed
byWRF and RAMS respectively. Overall, WRF and RAMS
overestimate Q* at noon (Figure 5a). In the next clear night,
WRF forecasts Q* correctly while RAMS-mod slightly
underestimates Q*, although the performance is much better
than for the first night.
5.2. Surface Fluxes
[42] As for Case I, WRF and RAMS-mod forecast a day-
time H that is much larger than observed (Figure 5b), while
the modeled q profile corresponds to the observations.
Apparently, the models also require a larger H than observed
to reproduce a proper q in the ABL. The eddy covariance
observations in Wageningen are (as in case I) surprisingly
consistent with the scintillometer fluxes and with eddy
covariance in Cabauw. This further strengthens the diag-
nosed inconsistency between modeled H and q profile. Note
that H in RAMS-mod is approximately 80 Wm2 larger than
WRF at noon. During the first night both models overesti-
mate jHj slightly while in the second night modeled H is
small as observed. Interestingly, a peak of jHj just after the
afternoon transition is modeled by WRF (and by RAMS-
mod in the first night), while earlier studies showed that is
peak is usually poorly reproduced [Steeneveld et al., 2006].
However, the model overestimates the effect relative to the
observations.
[43] The LvE differs substantially between WRF and
RAMS-mod, since RAMS-mod provides an LvE that is
50 Wm2 larger than observed at noon, while WRF fore-
casts LvE in good agreement with the observations
(Figure 5c). The u* appears a difficult quantity to model
(Figure 5e) for this case. WRF overestimates u* during the
whole simulation, since at night u* is at least 0.1 ms
1 due to
an unphysical fix, and at noon both models overestimate
u* by no less than 0.2 ms
1. Also, u* is slightly larger with
YSU than with MRF during daytime. This follows from the
higher 10 m wind speed in YSU due to the efficient
momentum mixing in the PBL.
[44] Concerning the synoptic variables, we find that all
models overestimate the 10 m wind by 1 ms1 (not
shown). WRF models a sharp wind peak at the evening
transition, while this is less pronounced in the observations,
and in RAMS-mod. The differences in the formulation
between WRF-MRF and WRF-YSU are reflected during this
wind maximum and during the transitions. RAMS-mod and
WRF underestimate T2m by 1.5 K and 3 K respectively in
the first night. For daytime, RAMS-mod is substantially
cooler than WRF and slightly than the observations, despite
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its larger H than in WRF. This signal is even more evident
for Tskin, where RAMS-mod underestimates Tskin while
WRF overestimates Tskin at noon (Figure 5d). Surprisingly,
Tskin is well forecasted during the following night. Finally,
the observed h is consistent for the 00:00 UTC sounding and
the ceilometer. However, h is underestimated by both mod-
els in the first night (Figure 5f). During the day WRF-YSU
and WRF-MRF are consistent, while RAMS tuned let the
ABL grow for a longer time, as consequence of its larger H
at noon. Note that at noon the sounding suggests h to be
300 m deeper than modeled. During the following night,
all models estimate a very shallow ABL, in accordance to the
sounding. In addition, the ceilometer does not measure the SBL
depth for technical reasons, but it measures the residual layer
height, which indicates a substantial amount of subsidence.
[45] Contrary to the results for Case I where MRF and
YSU provided substantially different results at night, the
differences are rather small during weak winds.
5.3. Atmospheric Profiles
[46] The modeled atmospheric profiles of qv and q for
17 June 2006 12:00 indicates that WRF provides a correct
q profile compared to the soundings, although WRF-YSU
produces a warmer and more unstable surface layer com-
pared to WRF-MRF (Figure 6a). Notice the slight difference
between the sounding and Cabauw observations, which are
due to the fact that De Bilt is located closer to a city and on a
relatively more dry soil. The model spread for q is substan-
tial, with RAMS having 6 g kg1 in the ABL, which is
close to the observations, while WRF-YSU and WRF-MRF
forecast q at 6 g kg1. Note q of the radio sounding is
4.5 g kg1, suggesting that it traveled over relatively dry
terrain in the East of the country.
[47] The forecasted wind profiles of the three models are
close, although RAMS-mod forecasts a slightly smaller
wind speed than WRF. The observed wind speed shows a
well- mixed profile of 2.5 ms1, with a relatively large
wind speed discontinuity at the ABL top. In RAMS-mod a
well-mixed wind speed is modeled, which agrees with the
observations. Also, wind direction is completely different
between the models and the tower observations, since both
models forecast a WNW wind while a WSW wind was
observed (Figure 6d). Note that the wind direction at
Cabauw differs from the observations for De Bilt, and the
model forecasts are in better agreement with the sounding. In
the current calm conditions it is known that the wind direc-
tion experiences some meandering and is less well defined
[e.g., Mahrt, 2008]. This also occurs for the observations in
Cabauw (not shown).
[48] The representation of the nocturnal ABL (Figure 7)
by both models is good for the thermodynamic variables.
The modeled near surface inversion and q profile follows the
tower and sounding observations very well. WRF calculates
a slightly less curved qv profile, and q decreases more slowly
with height than in RAMS-mod. The wind nocturnal wind
speed maximum remains difficult to forecast, since all
schemes reproduce a low level jet structure. However,
RAMS-mod and WRF-YSU forecast a jet speed of maxi-
mum 4 ms1 and 5.5 ms1 respectively, while nearly 8 ms1
was recorded at the 140 m level at Cabauw. The radio
sounding lacks an evident LLJ. Between 400 and 900 m,
WRF forecasts a wind maximum, which corresponds with
the sounding. The RAMS-mod forecast clearly lacks this
maximum, while it better represents the wind speed within
the NBL. The free atmospheric wind speed is substantially
underestimated by all models. Finally all models forecast the
wind direction and its turning in the SBL correctly.
6. Discussion
[49] The previous analysis reveals that WRF and RAMS-
mod reproduce reasonable potential temperature (q) profiles,
although the surface sensible heat flux H was strongly
overestimated. Contrary, a correct simulation of H, as in the
reference version of RAMS, results in substantial biases in
atmospheric thermodynamic profiles. This inconsistency is
not particular for this case study, but has been found earlier
with WRF for other case studies in 2007 and 2006 (e.g., for
GABLS3 [Steeneveld et al., 2008a]). In addition, this
inconsistency also occurs for observations at the Lindenberg
research site (Germany) in comparison with COSMO model
forecasts (F. Beyrich, personal communication, 2008), and
with MM5 against earlier Cabauw observations [Vilà-Guerau
de Arellano, 2001], against VTMX observations [Berg and
Zhong, 2005], and also with WRF, RAMS and ECMWF
against observations at multiple crops and grassland sites in
Figure 4. Modeled and observed (a) downwelling and (b) upwelling long wave radiation at the surface
for 16 June 2006 12:00 UTC- 18 June 2006 12:00 UTC.
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the region [Tolk et al., 2009]. It is important to note that
additional runs with a bulk model for the ABL [Tennekes and
Driedonks, 1981] supported that a larger than observed sur-
face flux is required to realize the observed ABL depth (not
shown). As such, we next address both model and observa-
tional aspects that potentially could explain the inconsistency
seen in the model results and observations.
6.1. Entrainment
[50] Apart from H, the ABL heat budget is also driven by
entrainment at the ABL top. Therefore, we first analyze the
entrainment rate in WRF-YSU, by repeating model runs
using an entrainment ratio A of 0.3 and 0.6, instead of 0.15
in the reference run.
[51] These runs reveal that the impact of entrainment
modification is quite small for A < 0.3. However, for A = 0.6
the increased entrainment is clearly reflected in the modeled
profiles. The forecasted bulk q and q improves compare to
the observations. However, also the modeled h increases and
the increased entrainment at the ABL top is not compensated
by a reduced H and an increased LvE as would be expected
in such cases [van Heerwaarden et al., 2009].
Figure 5. Modeled and observed surface net radiation (a), sensible heat flux (b), latent heat flux (c), skin
temperature (d), friction velocity (e), and ABL height (f) for 16 June 2006 12:00 UTC- 18 June 2006
12:00 UTC. In Figure 5b: open circles, eddy covariance Wageningen; solid circles, scintillometer
Wageningen; pluses, eddy covariance Cabauw. In Figure 5f: open circles, ceilometer; solid circles, radio
sounding.
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Figure 6. Modeled and observed (open circles = radio sounding; crosses = Cabauw tower) (a) potential
temperature, (b) specific humidity, (c) wind speed, and (d) wind direction for 12 June 2006 12:00 UTC.
Figure 7. Modeled and observed (open circles, radio sounding; crosses, Cabauw tower) (a) potential
temperature, (b) specific humidity, (c) wind speed, and (d) wind direction for 18 June 2006 00:00 UTC.
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6.2. Long Wave Radiation Divergence
[52] As a second alternative, we discuss the role of long-
wave radiation divergence as a heating term in the ABL
budget. Although this term has usually been estimated to be
small because of the well-mixed conditions in the ABL,
several observational studies indicate the opposite. For
example, Moores [1982] found a longwave heating in the
lowest 150 m to be 0.31 Kh1 on average, and 0.52 Kh1 at
maximum at noon. For similar clear sky days in Netherlands,
Steeneveld et al. [2010] observed 1 Kh1 longwave heat-
ing in the lowest 10 m, counteracted by 1 Kh1 cooling
between 10 and 20 m.
[53] On the other hand, model calculations by LeMone
et al. [2002] showed a relatively large “between day” vari-
ability for the radiative heating for the CASES97 experi-
ment. The modeled net heating in the bulk of the ABL was
0.5 Kday1 for clear air radiative heating. Usually, the
observations of longwave radiation divergence is not avail-
able, even not during IOPs. Fortunately during the selected
case study, Steeneveld et al. [2010] operated these observa-
tions in Wageningen, Netherlands (30 km east of Cabauw;
Figure 8). A substantial longwave heating (1.0 Kh1)
was observed close to the surface (between 1.3 and 10 m),
while in the layer aloft a continuous longwave cooling of
1.0 Kh1 was observed. Figure 8 also shows that the
magnitude of the longwave radiation divergence at the first
model level is about a factor 2 and 3 smaller than the
observations at noon, and during the evening transition
respectively. Figure 9 (left) shows the modeled profiles of
longwave radiative tendency at noon. We find that the
longwave heating is constrained very close to the surface,
and in the remainder of the ABL and that in the free atmo-
sphere the longwave tendency is relatively small. As such,
the deficiency in modeled longwave radiation divergence is
not able to explain the difference between modeled and
observed H.
6.3. Short Wave Radiation Divergence
[54] In addition to the temperature tendency due to long-
wave flux divergence, Moores [1982] found that the
shortwave radiation attenuation in the ABL amounts 30%
of the turbulent heating. Also, LeMone et al. [2002] found
0.1 Kh1 shortwave heating reasonable for conditions with a
horizontal visibility of 32 km (close to the visibility in the
current study). At the same time, one should realize that
radiation transfer models are highly sensitive to resolution
[Räisänen, 1996]. For the current case study we also have
run the Duynkerke [1991] single column model to estimate
the contribution of shortwave radiation absorption to the
ABL temperature budget. As in work by LeMone et al.
[2002] the radiative heating amounts typically 0.13 Kh1
at noon. As such, both studies suggest that the shortwave
heating cannot be neglected in the ABL and that it should
be well represented in atmospheric models as RAMS and
WRF. On the other hand, the absorption of solar radiation
is constrained to the ABL top, as suggested from field
experiments [Angevine et al., 1998]. The difference between
WRF and the Duynkerke model results are approximately
0.03 Kh1. Integrating this solar heating difference over 8 h
results in an ABL mean temperature change of 0.25 K.
This cannot explain the magnitude of the difference in
observed and modeled H, which amounts approximately
1.5 K.
6.4. Roughness Length for Heat
[55] The apparent overestimation of H compared to
the observations could also be influenced by the choice of
the roughness length for heat, since earlier studies have
shown a relatively strong sensitivity of H on z0h [Holtslag
and Ek, 1996]. In this case, WRF overestimates daytime
u* substantially, which results in an over estimation of B
1
and this results in an underestimation of z0h. However,
an underestimated z0h would result in an underestimation
of the flux, and an overestimation of the surface skin
temperature.
6.5. Advection
[56] Advection might contribute to the ABL structure and
bulk temperature as well. The selected case studies are not
completely free of temperature advection, as we diagnosed
from both WRF forecasts and radio sounding observations
the De Bilt. Just above the ABL, between 810 and 850 hPa,
the turning of the observed wind with height in the sound-
ing at local noon indicated a heating rate of 0.2 Kh1 for
the calm case, which means 2.4 K temperature rise for
a 12 h period. The temperature advection also follows
the physical intuition that warm air form the European
continent is advected toward the study site. The WRF model
output confirmed this estimation of the heat advection
closely. As a consequence we conclude that advection is not
the physical process that can explain the observed dis-
crepancies between observed sensible heat flux and ABL
bulk temperature.
6.6. Field Observations: Surface Energy
Budget Closure
[57] Finally, we examine the reliability of the field obser-
vations, starting with the surface energy balance closure.
Usually the available surface energy is larger than the sum of
the turbulent fluxes [Jacobs et al., 2008; Foken, 2008]. For
the Cabauw energy budget of the full month of June 2006,
Figure 8. Modeled (WRF, squares) and observed radiation
divergence at Wageningen University weather station for
10 June 2006 00:00 UTC - 12 June 2006 00:00 UTC.
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we found that 16% of the available energy could not be
explained by the sum of the surface fluxes of sensible and
latent heat and soil heat flux (Figure 10). This result corre-
sponds to earlier findings by Braam [2008] who found that the
3m eddy covariance surface flux at Cabauw underestimates
the true surface flux, as derived from linear extrapolation of
eddy covariance fluxes from higher tower levels, by approxi-
mately 30% at noon. However, even an increase of the surface
sensible heat flux with 30% is not sufficient to explain the
apparent gap between with the model results!
[58] It is important to realize that the mismatch between
observed surface fluxes and required surface fluxes by the
models implies that operational use of surface fluxes in data
assimilation systems for NWP and climate models seems not
suitable at this stage of understanding.
7. Conclusions
[59] This paper documents an evaluation of the boundary
layer and land-surface schemes in RAMS and WRF against
innovative observations, i.e., ceilometry and scintillometry
over a grass vegetation in the Netherlands. Two contrasting
case studies have been selected, i.e., a calm and a windy
episode. The latter case is also characterized by a large
humidity discontinuity at the boundary layer top.
[60] The profiles in the boundary layer are well forecasted
by the MRF and YSU scheme in WRF, although a sub-
stantial difference between the observed and modeled sur-
face heat fluxes is apparent. In contrast, it was found that
RAMS simulates the surface heat fluxes well, but suffers
from a substantial cold and humid bias in the daytime
boundary layer, which results in an underestimation of the
diurnal cycle at screen level. RAMS have been retuned on
the windy case to match the atmospheric observations, at the
expense of a correct simulation of the sensible heat flux, and
the retuned version appeared to be successful in the calm
period. It also appears that WRF underestimates the tem-
perature tendencies due to radiation.
[61] For WRF it was found that the largest differences
between WRF-YSU and its ancestor scheme WRF-MRF
occur at night during strong winds. An important finding is
that both models require a much larger sensible heat flux
than observed by either scintillometry or eddy covariance
in order to obtain correct thermodynamic profiles in the
boundary layer (in particular during day time). The mis-
match between the surface energy fluxes simulated with
WRF and RAMS-mod, and the observations is larger than
the uncertainty in the field observations. We explicitly study
the cause of the discrepancy by evaluating all terms in the
boundary layer heat budget. Entrainment, long- and short
wave radiation divergence, and the choice of roughness
length could explain part, but not all of the discrepancy
between the observed and simulated surface fluxes and
atmospheric properties.
[62] Finally the non-closure of the observed surface
energy budget is a good, and probably the most likely can-
didate to explain the discrepancy. It is evident that this
shortcoming should be explored further, in particular
because the literature reports that other model evaluation
studies seem to experience the same problem. As such the
Figure 9. Vertical profile of modeled (WRF) and pseudo-observed (open circles) radiative tendencies for
12 June 2006 12:00 UTC. (left) long wave radiation and (right) shortwave radiation.
Figure 10. Observed net radiation from sum of H, LvE and
G versus net radiation from sum of radiation components for
Cabauw for June 2006.
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present model evaluation indicates an urgent need for fur-
ther model development and evaluation of boundary layer
processes in relation to the surface energy budget.
Appendix A
[63] Here we briefly summarize the ABL and land surface
scheme formulations that have been used in the current study.
A1. Boundary Layer Schemes
A1.1. MRF
[64] See Troen and Mahrt [1986]. The MRF scheme uti-
lizes a counter gradient approach for the vertical heat flux




, with gc = 7:8wswsh in which ws an
appropriate velocity scale based on surface variables and
ws the surface heat flux. The eddy diffusivity (Kh) is
prescribed cubic function Kh = kwsz(1  z/h)2 and Km =
Kh(8h/8m + 0.78k), with k the Von Karman constant.
A1.2. YSU
[65] See Hong et al. [2006]. Since the MRF scheme lacks
an explicit entrainment formulation, and also because
momentum transfer is only local and downgradient, Hong








h and gc =
7:8ws
ws h=2ð Þh. Also, the Prandtl number formulation
has been changed such that Pr is variable in the vertical
profile instead of being constant as in MRF.
A2. NOAH Land Surface Scheme
[66] The NOAH land surface scheme [e.g., Ek et al., 2003,
Schüttemeyer et al., 2008] the evapotranspiration is the sum
of evaporation from bare soil, the wet canopy and plant
evaporation. We expect that in this case the flux is domi-







, in which Bc is a
function of canopy conductance of the Jarvis-Stewart
approach, sf is the vegetation fraction, Ep potential evapo-
ration following the Penman approach. In addition, z0h is
interactive and depending on the roughness Reynolds num-
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